
Motus enables users to buy from automated stores thanks to the 
consumer app, offering the operator all the data to learn more 
about the purchasing behavior of its consumers

Top up with 
cash, card or 

PayPal

Recieve 
discounts and 

promotions

Partecipate in 
Loyalty Stars

Connect to a 
vending machine 

with the app

Meta enables users to purchase from automated shops thanks to 
the use of NFC devices, allowing the operator to learn about 
purchasing behavior even in places where the use of 
smartphones is not allowed

Instant 
connection 
with a VM

The same 
experience 

between NFC 
device and app

Shared 
benefits if 
associated 

with the app 

Balance in 
cloud for 

secure 
transactions

MatiPay is the perfect ally to digitize and manage 

automated shops. With more than 50,000 integrated 

vending machines, MatiPay reaches over 600,000 users in 

Italy and 10 foreign countries.

We operate in the automatic distribution sector and offer 

products totally designed and produced in Italy.

Matipay is part of Angel Group, an Italian company, 

technological innovation leader in railway, space, 

aeronautics, cyber security and IoT sectors present in          

65 countries with 36 international branches, with over 1000 

specialized engineers.

MatiPay presents: Motus and Meta

www.matipay.com info@matipay.com



KEY CHAIN 
NFC

STICKER NFC

CARD NFC

HAND BAND 
NFC

Meta Advantages

Transactions are communicated to the server in real time, the credit is 

not written on the card, or on the other NFC gadgets available, but is in 

the cloud which makes the solution safe and not clonable.

MatiPay Meta allows the association of NFC gadgets to the MatiPay 

app with balance sharing to offer an integrated experience. 

Binding NFC support to the app transfers all the benefits available in 

the app to the associated gadget. You will be able to interact with your 

end users, understand their needs and habits even when phones are not 

allowed.

Offer operators a new sales method that allows users to buy even in 

places where the use of smartphones is not foreseen

Credit stored in the cloud

It facilitates the analysis of purchasing behavior even in contexts 

where the use of the smartphone is not allowed

Loyalty and promotions tailored to purchase with NFC gadgets

It allows to take advantage of all the features deriving 

from the use of telemetry

Perfect when smartphones
are not allowed

Turn on NFC and 
bring your 

gadget close to 
the phone

Access section 
“My Card” in the 

app

Or ente the 
gadget’s ID 
manually

Make 
purchases with 

NFC device

Enjoy the 
advantages 
of the app!

Gadget NFC with balance in cloud that 
ensures the advantages of the app

Couple gadget NFC with the app: it is easy!


